[Soundscape pans left to right- Philip Jeck, An Ark for the Listener. Very, very bright lights! They are a little out
of focus - or maybe this is precipitation or particles in the air. A small person is carried on a larger person’s
back; small feet bob up and down. Backdrop: undulating shelves of sifting white, patches of increasingly intense
darkness and reflectivity - maybe anonymous buildings ignite. The unlikely pair move further and further from
the centre, looking for refuge and distance. Many do the same, radiating outwards. Backdrop: facing inwards, a
stage-lit amphitheatre of light pollution and dust, mountain paths get washed away by these ripples- Remaining
traces are opened up by torchlight.]

SCRIPT:
The mountain goat is always prepared to climb higher
and higher; it refuses to be limited here or limited there.

[A good prime lens would capture most of what’s happening at the centre of the space, but it’s unlikely to touch the
darkness on any opposing side.]

BODY:
Unlike those over cautious garden dwelling goats!

BODY:
[Still peering into the sky.]
– I feel like from up there the wind doesn’t blow – it’s
hardly directional – it just buffets against panes of glass.
If you think things will open up I’m sure you’re right, but I
can’t see it. There’s nothing to step out into.

SCRIPT
Yes, unlike the garden goat – which will redo and revamp
and redecorate – the mountain goat looks for new property and development opportunities.
BODY:
And from way up there, well –
[Stares upwards with an intent narrowing of the eyes.]
The air is thinner and less concentrated, the eager goat
sees more space for opportunity.]
[Back down here monitors, lights and cameras line the
edges of a wide atrium.]
SCRIPT:
From up there the city really opens out and all –

BODY:
Like planting signs. But you just sit and not move and
then check in and check out.
[The atrium swells and constricts like heavy breathing.
Light from above cools between panes of dark glass.]
SCRIPT:
It’s like planting signs one inside another, then I’ll watch
the fresh buds being chewed off by the mountain goat!
Gazumped by the instability of it all.
[The building stirs from the ground upwards, shifting the
way it might if one were to look at it through an old, irregular pane of glass. Then it lies on its side, compliant,
giving in, becoming a landscape.]

SCRIPT:
Step out-into?
BODY:
Exactly!
[Streamers fly across the sky. Cameras and lights rally
and cheer.]
SCRIPT:
But look at what I’ve said: I like to sit on my balcony and
watch my herbs grow, co-opting the powers that feed me.

BODY:
Can this wait for tomorrow?
[Their exposure to the elements - or the exposure
through the lens - continues to burn away distinctions
between the ground and the sky.]
SCRIPT:
Why not? I’ll be the tall one with the cloud coloured hair.
BODY:
Ok [edging back, I’ll try and escape too].
[Away they go.]

[Janus Tower: a showstopper living space too gorgeous to keep to one’s self: with spot
on lighting and large windows that let the light flood in – and let you check out the view.]

BARRAT:
Come on in! Step right in!
[In the style of George Jones’ “The Grand Tour”]
The dimensions of life are space and light; they’re six
times the span of my arms. Drink it in! Get higher see
further!!
[A soft fanfare begins and so begins a soft “hummmmm”]
Feel that warmth under your feet? There’s heating under the tiles; there’s hot water running through the pipes.
There’s power trickling up through the floor! Does it give
you chills? Here we are!
[Two-tone white and graphite counter tops– smothered in
glossy finish – crack up, guffawing. Ecstatic splinters chip
off with staccato flare, the kitchen counters peel and warp
forming a turgid ravine.]
MUSICAL SKULL:
It’s not a house. It’s not a house it’s a home. It’s not a
house. It’s not a house it’s a home...
[Repeated paradiddle continues and fades to nothing
over the next five to seven years]
LITTLE TITAN:
Uh huh, “get higher see further.” And that runs all the way
through here does it, under the tiles in the bathroom too?
[Sexy appliances gather around – a mesh of glib, colonising faces and integrated bodies.]
BARRAT:
[Silhouetted by the back light of the windows.]
Yes, yes, all through here. Because it’s just a different

You’ve got to come to terms with this. Stretches we
crawled over during foamy nights are going to keep
breaking against the skirting boards. We are talking more
than just modern conditions here. You’ll become bits of
us, and us bits of you. It’s not just your fingerprints on the
walls it’s your breath. There’ll be skin mixed with suds
and grease.
MUSICAL SKULL:
The oven’s integrated; you’ll be integrated. The lights are
all integrated. What with your arrival and all these A-rated
appliances there’s very little else that needs to be trawled
up. The spirit of eternity hanging on the bones of things
that were built in living memory. How do you suppose
that all of this excess – all this overflow – could be covered up by, “sumptuous finishing touches” by some other
kind of excess?

pace when you’re waking up to a vertical soar, these
sunny climbs, and all that’s out there is revealed.
THE GOD OF WELCOME MATS:
Yes quite snap-able, very brittle. There are lot of us hiding in the tides here. You’ve really no business being
scared. It’s the glass you should be worried about, the
windows.
BARRAT:
Don’t listen to them. They’re barely audible. It’s really all
to do with peace, and quiet and anonymity. Those bigger
windows are like two-way mirrors; no one’s got the guts
to see in here. You just stand and drink it in!
THE GOD OF VALVES DESCENDED FROM THE GOD
OF IRREGATION:
Derrrrrink iiiit in! What little can be skimmed off the top.
THE SPIRIT OF CEILING FANS:
Ghosts weep and wail and remain in the midst of the living. It’s hard for them, after all, to change their habits - to
give up smoking or the prestige of being a great lover.
LITTLE TITAN.
I’ve definitely heard that somewhere.
[Paraphrased cityscapes, at day break and night time,
are framed and hung in the heart of the buzzing night
time and day break city]

WINDOW ONTO CELESTIAL BLUE [OR HELL
SCREEN]:
It doesn’t have to. We’ve laid it all out here, in the hearts
of these spacious domiciles. Sorry, this spacious domicile.
[On a glass tabletop self-preservation: pickled substances, petrified substances, only half a Christmas cracker
joke, sandwiched between dust and melamine, ‘other’
remains.]
LITTLE TITAN:
The heart: that plucky image. You’ve got it hanging on
the wall and baking in the oven. It must be soaking into
the carpet! These haunts. How is “tranquillity” at the heart
of this place? How can tranquillity rest with the heart of
any place?

BARRAT:
Absolutely, it’s the smallest details that count. We’re talking more than mod cons here. There’s no fuss, no muss,
just peace and calm on rotation.

THE GOD OF STOOPS AND STAIRWELLS:
With me! Outside with me! I’m the only one with any real
duplicity! I’m that cyclical deluge: to assist or devastate
just like a heart.

THE GOD OF GLASS TABLES:
You really don’t get it do you? What it means to have carpets you can sink your toes into; they’re like plug sockets
you can stick your fingers in. You thought you’d designed
out incantations.

ALL:
You fucking crook! You’ve got everyone running round in
circles, indebted, but you’ll barely lift a finger! We’re just
as fluid: before these bricks were here there were others;
there was common ground.

LITTLE TITAN:
I’m a little scared now.

POTTED HERB GARDEN:
Look at our little splints. And look at the crutch we’ve
fashioned for you!

BARRAT:
It’s always scary finding a new place; you’re finding perfection in life.

THE GOD OF STOOPS AND STAIRWELLS:
I’m stalagmites and stalactites.

POTTED HERB GARDEN:
Which takes time of course, and energy and surveillance.

[You’ve aimed at the creation of – a type of – cement that might hold a non-ideological
commitment to this organization. Three markers done. Effective space management
meets proficient use of planning regulations, in order to overcome the trauma of it all.]

BARRAT:
So that’s the whole –
[Fumbles his words, touches his hand to his [as moisture
condenses on his] forehead]
– It’s good to go. They’re all standing on ceremony.
MUSICAL SKULL:
[It starts Shaking, buzzing, rattling, testing the surface of
a white coffee table and turning too.]
And he says, “We were asleep until you showed up. It’s
not a house. It’s not a house it’s a home. The teeth in our
maxillae and the teeth in our mandibles are shifting sideways - in opposite directions. They’re peeling through the
cartilage in our cheeks.”
And she says, “But hey, why bother trying to keep the
whole suite in working order?”
And he says, “When I’ve been in bed long enough for
sleep to gather around my eyes - for the faint images of
dreams to climb in bed with me - but not long enough for
the room, the bed and the windows to have left me - I notice that my teeth are clenched. They don’t clench around
any of those visions, they fasten themselves to my body.”
And she says, “They adhere themselves to the room,
scared of being abandoned.”
And he says, “So I’d like to know, how many times will we
convene before we all become as one?”
And they – or we – all emphatically say, “Well no one
should have to pay the price of being an individual. “
And that’s how we’ll continue; we’ll all emphatically speak
and pause and turn and really pull together.
[They fall in together, sleek and smooth. Bodies falling
into line – falling onto lines. Lines as bodies becoming
overgrown.]
THEY ALL EMPHATICALLY SPEAK:
So, Celestial Blue for the straight and narrow Burnt Puce
on the walls, or somewhere between Puce and Goose
Excrement. Like when a postcard stand – so very architectural – spins and smears.

BARRAT:
You’re not really allowed to drill into the walls –
[Pauses, and then with difficulty]
– Or change anything much. You could put new pictures
in the frames.
[Desperation sets in]
Please! I can’t see anything through this.
THEY ALL EMPHATICALLY SPEAK:
No matter, we’re all going to drop our T’s or drop away
from all our T’s. We’ll be further along in a moment or so
and you’d do well to figure your way into this or get the
fuck out! Either you want to loosen the same as us or
hold onto that stair rail there.
You’d have approved of these hierarchies before – size,
speed, length breadth – or you’d have pretended to.
What was it you wanted really? Subjugation, right? What
you’ve been describing is a kind of inoculation, and it’s
hardly subtle,
[With a callous tone.]
“A serious dose of lifestyle envy.”
This place – no longer architecture – not really a material
skin or scaffold but a fully plumbed in spirit; they thought
they were designing out incantations.
BARRAT:
You don’t have to hate ‘hassle-free’ in order to break it
down, or climb above it.
WINDOW ONTO CELESTIAL BLUE (OR HELL
SCREEN):
Celebrate hassle-free, it makes the tiniest dissidence
more apparent.
THEY ALL EMPHATICALLY SPEAK:
Too late!

[The interior – or what’s left of it – spins and paint flies at the windowpanes; it splatters – not shatters
– straight through the glass. The paint slackens into the rain; the window’s soften but don’t crack.]

[New scene: A rooftop garden lined with silver birch trees. Large boulders are carefully placed at the centre;
they crack like eggshells, reduced to patio tiles and shingles. The Building’s prefab brick facades pull away
from their inner register and dissolve into the dust cloud.
Same scene - new angle - outside looking in: A slip of light shoots through the entirety of the building. Water
from a broken vase: the pipes uncurl and water rushes over the sharp edge of the concrete; jellied windows
forge a dam against this, the most opulent of fountains. In comes the dust cloud, swilling and coiling around
those diaphanous currents.]

LITTLE TITAN:
Walking around much?
LITTLE TITAN:
Yes it can be quite limiting but once you start it’s great,
LITTLE TITAN:
You really get into it.
LITTLE TITAN:
I love bumping into people in the corridors and down the
concourse,

LITTLE TITAN:
It’s like they’ve plastered a one to one scale plan of what
this place was supposed to be like onto the place itself –
except for the muddy footprints of course –
LITTLE TITAN:
–Which I’ve tracked and charted through the cloister –
that show the paths trodden by ghosts that live here and
loiter elsewhere –
LITTLE TITAN:
– Or the people that work here and live somewhere else,

LITTLE TITAN:
It makes this place feel alive.

LITTLE TITAN:
Until the footprints themselves obfuscate the plan.

LITTLE TITAN:
It looks like they follow the track down through the cloister – around the atrium – and all convene by the fountain
in that smaller courtyard.

LITTLE TITAN:
There’s more to a great life than bricks and mortar,

LITTLE TITAN:
But the leaves don’t fall off the trees here –
LITTLE TITAN:
– I wonder, do they actually grow out of the fountain or is
that a trick, a placebo,

LITTLE TITAN:
There’s acoustic dampening against the backdrop of uncertainty,
LITTLE TITAN:
Acoustic dampening to liven our spirits?
LITTLE TITAN:
Acoustic dampening helped me claim back whatever it
was I wasn’t sure of –

LITTLE TITAN:
– So we’ll all be living for tomorrow –

LITTLE TITAN:
That they couldn’t promise anything.

LITTLE TITAN:
– Uncertainty stretches pretty far these days,

LITTLE TITAN:
That they’d have to think it over.

LITTLE TITAN:
How far –

LITTLE TITAN:
In the quiet of Their home.

LITTLE TITAN:
– How far can you see?

LITTLE TITAN:
Consult Their family.

LITTLE TITAN:
Do you think it’s enough?

LITTLE TITAN:
And Their friends.

LITTLE TITAN:
Would you say my opinion is worth anything anyway?

LITTLE TITAN:
Their agents.

LITTLE TITAN:
Do you want a yes or no answer?

LITTLE TITAN:
Their correspondents.

LITTLE TITAN:
Is mixing paint a pure science?

LITTLE TITAN:
Their books.

LITTLE TITAN:
Will the colour change once it relaxes into these walls?

LITTLE TITAN:
Their bank account.

LITTLE TITAN:
Which colour?

LITTLE TITAN:
Before taking a decision.

LITTLE TITAN:
I’ve already told you,

LITTLE TITAN:
It’s the normal thing.

LITTLE TITAN:
They’ve already told us.

LITTLE TITAN:
I think it is.

LITTLE TITAN:
“And what did they reply?

LITTLE TITAN:
I think so too.

LITTLE TITAN:
That they’d see,

[Silence]

